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Preface 

There are several ways in which we can make computer programmers write more reliable programs. 
One is to support them with a programming language for which we have a formal theory enabling us to 
reason about the programs. Dr. Robin Milner at University of Edinburgh has developed such a theory 
for distributed computations. The notation of his theory CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) 
has the nice property of being a mathematically tractable programming language for concurrency 
problems. Unfortunately there is a price for this elegancy as it will increase the difficulty in 
implementing the language. 

My colleagues Lennart  Karlsson  and Arne Lundberg, our advisor  Björn  von Sydow and I has worked 
with the problem of how to execute CCS on a traditional computer architecture. This work has led to 
an actual implementation that is described in our paper titled An Implementation of Milners's CCS. 
Our implementation is for a stand-alone computer and will not need support from any underlaying 
operating system. 

A type system will add security to a programming language as it will catch many of the errors a 
programmer probably will do. Maybe the most important advantage of Pascal compared with Fortran 
or Basic is the presence of a type system in Pascal. A type system can be described in a few words as 
a collection of rules for how to assign types to all wellforrned expressions of a programming language. 
The types will then give information about which operations are applicable on such an expression. I 
have, with help from my advisor  Björn  von Sydow, investigated how a type system for CCS could be 
designed and the result is described in the paper A polymorphic type system for Milner's CCS. This 
type system is considerably more sophisticated than the one in Pascal as it can automatically infer the 
type of an expression. This is done by an type inference algorithm that is defined independently of the 
formal type theory. Finally this algorithm is proved to be sound (it will only infer correct types) and 
complete (it will find the most general type of an expression). 

This thesis consists of the two papers mentioned above. 

I thank my advisor Dr.  Björn  von Sydow for his competent advise and his generosity with good ideas, 
some of them indispensable to the results. I am also very grateful for the valuable comments  Björn  has 
made on earlier versions of the papers mentioned above. 

I thank my colleagues Lennart  Karlsson  and Arne Lundberg for sharing the actual implementation work 
and for the co-writing of the paper An Implementation of Milner's CCS. They have also given me 
valuable comments on earlier versions of the type system paper. Arne has helped me with the 
document processing software under UNIX, greatly improving the visual appeal of the papers. 

This work has been supported by the Swedish Board of Technical Development (STU) under contract 
84-3420. 

Luleä, August 1986  

Börje Johansson 
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I  

1. Introduction 

During the last decade several notations and concepts for handling concurrency issues has been 
invented. One of these is Miler's Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [Mi180]. Although CCS 
has a small set of operators, it has strong expressive power. Interprocess communication in CCS is 
unbuffered and done through statically defined, labelled channels. CCS is primarily intended as a tool 
for reasoning about programs, but can, with some modifications, be used as a programming language. 
This paper describes an implementation of a programming language based on CCS. 

When denoting value expressions, we use the syntax of a conventional functional language. The value 
expressions are strongly typed. It is possible to define higher order- and polymorphic functions in our 
language. The ability to use polymorphic channels makes it possible to create generic processes. 

We use a type system that gives the programmer freedom to specify the types of value expressions and 
channels or leave them to be inferred by the type checker. Our type inference algorithm is based on 
the work of Mihier [Mi178]. 

The intended use of our CCS implementation is programming of embedded systems with low real-time 
requirements. It is therefore natural to use a host environment for the compiler which generates code 
for an abstract CCS machine. This machine is implemented in software on a stand-alone microproces-
sor. 

In his thesis [Ho183]  Holmström  describes an experiment in doing parallel programming in a functional 
language extended with CCS primitives. The resulting language is called Parallel Functional Language 
(PFL), and is implemented on top of an existing  ML  system [Gor79]. PFL has behaviours and channels 
as first class objects which makes it more general than CCS. This approach gives of course a more 
powerful language but makes it more difficult to formally reason about the programs. Holmström's 
PFL implementation executes under the UNIX operating system. 

The authors are not aware of other stand-alone implementations of CCS than the one presented in this 
paper. 

Now we will give a brief outline of the sections of this paper. 

Section 2 starts with a brief presentation of CCS as it was specified by Milner. We restrict CCS in cer-
tain aspects that are presented in the rest of that section. 

Section 3 gives some theoretical framework around our implementation. 

Section 4 presents the resulting language by several short examples. 

Section 5 presents the main parts of our implementation. 

Section 6 presents an experiment in writing a water level control system in CCS. 

Section 7 contains some concluding remarks. 
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2. CCS and its semantics 

The syntax of CCS as presented in [Mi180] is based on (unspecified) syntactic sets of value expressions 
(ranged over by  E  with or without subscripts), channel names (ranged over by a), behaviour identifiers 
(ranged over by  b),  value identifiers (ranged over by  x)  and relabelings (ranged over by S). The syntax 
of behaviour expressions (ranged over by  B  and  B')  is then given by the following grammar:  

B  ::= NIL I  B +B'  I ax.B IbiE.B I TB I  B  IB'  

,En(b)) I if  E  then  B  else  B'  

The operational semantics of CCS is given by a labeled transition system. The transition relations are 
defined by a set of inference rules structured after the syntax of the behaviour expressions. We will in 
the following presentation reproduce the notation of Milner. We will accompany the rules with some 
short and informal comments. 

Inaction 

The inaction NIL does nothing. 

Summation  

B i 	 B2  2.-; 
(1)  	(2) 	  

B i +B2 2-L-v>Bi' 	B i +B2  /2>B2' 

A summation places the two summands as strictly alternative executions. The first of the summands to 
execute (communicate or execute an invisible internal action) will exclude the other from further 
actions. 

Action 

(1) ax.B-c±; BUttlx) 	(2) ZivB —* B 	(3) TB 	B 

An action is a behaviour expression that is guarded by one of the prefixes ax (an input guard), TIE (an 
output guard), or 't (an invisible internal action). An ax.B may communicate with an biE.B' in an 
expression that is parallel to it. These expressions will after such a communication behave exactly like  
B  and  B'  in parallel, with the  x  variable in  B  bound to the value of the expression  E.  An expression  
B  prefixed with the invisible internal action will initially do nothing, and will sometime later change 
to behave exactly like  B.  

Composition 

A composition makes two expressions parallel to each other. Both may freely communicate with each 
other and with other expressions that they are parallel to. 

Restriction  

B 

B 	P4 B '\a 

A restriction puts a fence around a behaviour expression through which no communications on the 
specified channel are possible. The fact that the channel name appears in the expression is thus made 
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invisible to the surroundings. 

Relabelling  

B 

, 
B[S] --> B [S] 

A relabelling renames a channel throughout a behaviour expression. All the communications that would 
be possible on the old channel will be replaced by communications on the new channel. 

Identifier 

Bb(VilXi, • • • Vn(b)IXn(b)) 	. B' 

b(v i , 	,v„(b)) 14  

An identifier is the name of an existing behaviour definition. The specified behaviour expression will be 
executed, with the values of the argument expressions bound to its free variables. 

Conditional  

B 	B 	 B 2  -114  B  
(1)  	(2) 	  

(if true then B 1  else B2) 	B 1' 	(if false then B 1  else  B  2) Lv> B 2' 

A conditional is a choice between two executions depending on the value of a boolean expression. 

A program is a behaviour expression without free variables. 

Execution is based on a concept called expansion. A step in the expansion is done by choosing two 
actions that may communicate and let them do that, or by choosing an action prefixed with a -r and get 
rid of the invisible internal action. The remaining parts of the expressions are then ready to continue 
their executions together with other expressions that possibly are parallel to them. Program parts that 
were summands in the same sum as these two communicating expressions or the single 't action are of 
course removed. 

2.1 Restrictions 

We argue that unrestricted use of the + operator is unnatural when using CCS as a programming 
language. The + is a sequential operator representing a choice. We argue that this choice should be 
between alternatives that are directly influenced by the environment to the agent. Thus the syntax is 
modified by introducing two subclasses of behaviour expressions, namely sequential and normal expres-
sions. Intuitively, a normal expression is a behaviour expression which only uses the + operator with 
sequential operands and a sequential expression is a normal expression where every subexpression con-
sisting of a parallel composition is guarded. 

With  N,  N 1, N2 ranging over normal expressions and S, S, S2 over sequential expressions, our gram-
mar can be written: 

S ::= NIL I ax.N IMN I S i+S2IS\aIS S[R] I s(E  ....,Ek(.))  I if  E  then S1  else S2  

N  ::= S IN 1  I N2  N  \a I N[R] I n(E 1..... Ek(n)) I if  E  then N1  else N2 

Our programs then are normal expressions without free variables. It can be noted that all programs in 
[Mi180] are normal. 

We also disallow the explicit use of  i  actions in the syntax, on the ground that they are unnecessary in 
CCS source programs. In the calculus, T is important and still used by us. 
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3. An execution model for CCS 

Sometimes a lengthy series of inferences is necessary to infer the possible communications of an agent. 
For our purposes it is convenient to work with canonical forms of normal expressions, as the possible 
communications in them are explicit. 

Consider the following short example. 

(merge I abs) [4 ß]  \y  

where merge and abs are defined as 

merge <= ax.yx.merge + ßx.yx.merge 

abs <=yx.0(if x<0 then  —x  else x).abs 

In order to infer the possible communications of 

(merge I abs)[4) I ß] \  y  

by the operational semantics we must use several inference steps. But by considering the canonical 
form of the same agent we get 

( ax. —yx.merge [4)I ß] + 4)x.3x.merge [411 ß] I yx.U( if  x<  0 then  —x  else x).abs [11 ß] )  \y  

where all the possible communications are explicit at once. This property of the canonical form is 
valuable for a CCS interpreter because the scheduler is supposed to choose among all possible com-
munications. 

The canonical form of a normal expression N1  is another normal expression N2  on the restricted form 

[ 
 ni 	 ni  

N2  =-": 	E  gil  . Nii  I • • • I Egii  . N11  \a1  - • • \am  
1=1 	 1=1 

where  j  > 0,  nk  > 0 for k=1,2, . . .  ,j.  Here the gv  's are guards of the form  µx  or FIE and t is a 
channel name. 

The simplification of normal behaviour expressions, that is needed to get the canonical form, is 
described by von Sydow [Syd86]. He defines a function Simp, such that if the behaviour expression  N  
is normal then 

Simp  (N)  will have the form (N1  I • • I Nk )\A where each  Ni  is a sum of guards. 

and  

N  — Simp  (N)  

Let us recall theorem 5.6 of [Mi180], concerning the properties of —: 

If  B  —  C  and  B  r>  B'  then there exists an agent  C'  such that  C  Iv>  C'  and  B'  —  C'.  

By this theorem, we are sure that the agents  N  and Simp  (N)  will potentially be able to participate in 
the same communication actions i.e. Simp will not change the behaviour of an agent. 
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Before we are able to complete our execution model we need a new relation —1.tv --> that will 
describe one execution step in our implementation. 

Definition  

i.  If the following conditions hold 

• N  =  (N 	••• IN )\A 

• ax.Ni ' is a summand of  Ni  (i  51), co5L4 

• Simp (N1') = (N11 	I Nii)\A' 

then  

N 	(N 1 1 • • • I 	I Mill?  lx)  I • • • I Nij(vlx) I Ni+i I • • • I Nk )\(A u A') 

ii. If the following conditions hold 

• N  =  (N  I • • • I Nk )\A 

• is a summand of  Ni  (igk), outA 

• Simp (N1') = (Nii  I • • • I N11 )\A' 

then  

N  --dv--> (N 1  I • • • I N1 _1  I Ni l  I • • • I N11 I N1+1 1  • ' • I Nk)\(A uA') 

If the following conditions hold 

• N  =  (N  I • • • I Nk )\A 

• v.Ni ' is a summand of  N  (ik) 

• ax.N„' is a summand of  N„  (nk)  

• i  #n  

• Simp (N1') = (Nii  I • • • I N11 ) \A' 

• Simp(N„') = (Nni I • • • I Nn )\A" 

then  

N 	(N1 I • • • I N11  I • • • I A711  I • • • I Nn1 (v1x) I • • • I  N  n„,(y  lx)  I • • • IN k )\(A uA'uA") 

iv. The relations —iv--> are the least satisfying  (i)  — (iii). 

Our implementation will then try to perform the execution 

No —1-t1v 1--) N1 ---112v2—> N2 -----113V3-> • • 

where some of the transitions will require participation with the surrounding world. Finally, we had to 
show that our implementation will preserve Miler's semantics. We state this as a theorem 
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Theorem I 

If  B N  where  N  =  (N  1 1 • • • I  N  k )\A we have  

i. If  B  -11v-> B then there exists an  N'  such that  N --).tv—> N'  and  B'  —  N'.  

ii. If  N  —gv -->  N'  then there exists a  B'  such that  B  -14.  B'  and  B' N'.  

Proof 

We will here prove only the case where lay =  av.  The proofs of the two remaining cases are con- 
structed in a similar way.  

i.  Assume  

B N  where  N  = (N 1 1 • • • I  N  k)\A 

and  

B Iv>  B'.  

According to theorem 5.6 of [Mi180],  B  —  N  implicates that there exists an  N"  such that  

N ZN"  where  N" —B'.  

In the same way, the rclation  N  — Simp  (N)  given by von Sydow implicates that there exists an  
N"  such that 

Simp  (N)  -P4  N"  where  N"  —  N".  

The transitivity of — then gives that  N"  —  B'.  

The form of Simp  (N)  and the semantics give  

N"  = (N 1  I • • • I 	I • • • I  N  k )\A 

and  

N"  — Simp  (N''')  = 	1 I • • • I 1_1  I Nil' I 	I Ni1' I Ni+i  I • • • I Nk )\A 

So now we have  B'  Simp  (N")  due to the transitivity of — . By defining  

N'  =Simp  (N")  

we find from the definition of —i.tv 	that  N 	N'.  

ii. Assume  

B N  where  N  = (N 1  I • • • I Nk )\A 

and  

N —.tv--> N'  

By the definition of  N  —µv -->  N'  we know that 

-Ccv.Ni' is a summand of  Ni  

and 
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N'  =  (N 1 1  • • •  I  N4_  I  Ni l  I  • • •  I  N j  I  N14.1  • • 	I  Nk )\(A uA')  

(N 1  I • • • I Ni_1  I Simp (N1') I N1+1 I • • • I Nk)\A 

— (N1  I • • • I N1_1  I  Ni'  I N1+1  • • • I Nk )\A 

The semantics and the form of  N  give that  

N  r>  (N,  I • • • I N1_1  I  Ni'  I N1+1  I • • • I Nk )\A 

and thus  B  —  N  implicates that there exists some  B'  such that  

B B'  

and  

B' 	(N 1  I • • IN.1  I  N,'  I Ni+i  I • • • I Nk )\A 	N'  

which completes the proof. 

4. The language design 

Our goals when designing our language have been: 

• to maintain the original semantics in order to keep the power of formal reasoning about programs. 

• to design a syntax that is more appropriate for programs than Milner's original. 

• to make it possible for CCS programs to communicate with peripheral devices like terminals and 
analog input/output devices. 

The first goal is simply fullfilled because we have not added anything that is not supported by theory of 
CCS. For example the possibility to send channels as values between processes would be useful in some 
programs but we have not added it because it would destroy the theoretical framework for CCS. The 
syntax we have for behaviour expressions is only syntactic sugar on Miler's syntax. 

We would like to have the full power of  ML  to denote values and functions in our language. But in 
order to keep the implementation within manageable size we have restricted us to a subset of  ML.  We 
have the basic types boolean, integer and character. These can be composed into lists and  taples.  Func-
tions can be defined with pattern matching for the arguments. 

Example: 

fun map f  H  = [ 
I map f (h::t) = f  h  :: map f t; 

fun inc  i  = i+1;  

val x  = map inc [1, 2, 3]; 

Like in  ML  we have the possibility to specify the type of functions and values or leave it to the com-
piler to infer the types. We have extended this idea to the sort declarations for behaviour identifiers. 
The names of the channels must be given, but the types can be left to the compiler to infer. We will 
show all following examples without unnecessary type declarations. 

A CCS program has a heading that defines all external channels available to the program. Compare 
with the heading in a Pascal program that defines all external files available to the program. A CCS 
program can for example have the following heading: 
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system ( KEYBOARD: char; SCREEN: char list; AD : integer ) 
is 

This program uses three external devices connected through channels KEYBOARD, SCREEN and AD. 
All output to the channel SCREEN is written to the terminal and all terminal input is offered as values 
on the channel KEYBOARD. The channel AD is used to read values from an analog input module. 

4.1 A few small CCS programs 

Here we will demonstrate the basic language constructs and our syntax with a few small programs. Let 
us begin with the smallest possible one: 

system 0 
is 

NIL 

It consists of an inaction only, and thus does nothing at all. 

The next program echoes everything written on the keyboard back to the screen. 

system (KEYBOARD: char, SCREEN: char list) 
is 

echo 
where 

beh echo: (KEYBOARD; SCREEN) = 
KEYBOARD?ch. SCREEN!(ch). echo; 

end 

As can be seen here, we use a notation borrowed from CSP [Hoa78] to denote communication actions. 
The single agent echo takes a character value from the keyboard and writes a string consisting of this 
single character to the terminal screen, and thereafter becomes echo again. 

Note the expression that is output to SCREEN. The brackets denote a list literal. What we send here is 
thus a list consisting of the single character that we got from the keyboard. 

We now put three agents, producer, consumer, and buf in parallel, with buf being a bounded buffer 
with a single storage position: 

system (KEYBOARD: char; SCREEN: char list) 
is 

local 
(PUT; GET) 

in 
par 

producer I consumer I buf 
end 

end 
where 

beh buf: (PUT; GET) = 
PUT?nextitem. GET!nextitem. buf; 
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beh producer: (KEYBOARD; PUT) = 
KEYBOARD?keyboard_char. PUT!keyboard_char. producer; 

beh consumer: (SCREEN; GET) = 
GErbuf_char. SCREEN![buf_char]. consumer; 

end 

The restrictions on PUT and GET make these channels internal to the three-agent composition. Look-
ing at this program in the middle of an execution, we might be able to observe it handling three charac-
ters at a time; one in the consumer, another in the buffer, and the third in the producer. 

Instead of having the producer copying characters from the keyboard to the buffer, we might rewrite the 
program without the producer process using a relabelling: 

system (KEYBOARD: char; SCREEN: char list) 
is 

local 
(GET) 

in 
par 

consumer I buf 
end [KEYBOARD/PUT] 

end 
where 

beh buf: (PUT; GET) = 
PUT?nextitem. GET!nextitem. buf; 

beh consumer: (SCREEN; GET) = 
GET?buf char. SCREEN![buf_char]. consumer; 

end 

We have now specified that PUT shall be replaced by KEYBOARD throughout the consumer-buf com-
position. 

And now on to an unbounded buffer 

system (KEYBOARD: char, SCREEN: char list) 
is 

local 
(PUT; GET) 

in 
par 

producer I empty_buf I consumer 
end 

end 
where 

fun insert item [ ] = [item] 
I insert item (h::t) =  h  :: insert item t; 

beh empty_buf: (PUT; GET) = 
PUT?firstitem. nonempty_buf [firstitem]; 



beh nonempty_buf( buffer): (PUT; GET) =  
alt  

PUT?nextitem. nonempty_buf (insert nextitem buffer) 

GETIhd buffer. 
if null (ti buffer) then 

empty_buf 
else 

nonempty_buf (t1 buffer) 
end; 

beh producer: (PUT; KEYBOARD) = 
KEYBOARD?produced_char. PUT!produced_char. producer; 

beh consumer: (GET; SCREEN) = 
GET?buf char. SCREEN![buf char]. consumer; 

end 

The agent empty_buf converts into the agent nonempty_buf when it gets the first item to buffer. 
Nonempty_buf gets the buffer as a list parameter and is defined as a composition between an input 
action that adds an element to the buffer, and an output action that gets rid of an element. The agent is 
always ready for either of these actions, until it has sent away its last element and converted into 
empty_buf. 

The channels of the buffer above, and all the buffers we have shown earlier, are polymorphic and there-
fore can be used in an arbitrary environment.  

Hd  and ti are list functions,  hd  returning the first element of a list and ti returning the list without its 
first element. We have declared a third list function insert that puts an element last in a list. 

5. Implementation 

Our implementation of CCS is aimed at programming of embedded systems. This has lead us to an 
implementation divided into two parts, a compiler and an interpreter that implements the abstract CCS 
machine. 

The compiler executes on a host computer producing code for the CCS machine. This code is then 
transferred to a target system and executed by the interpreter. Currently we are using a VAX running 
Unix 4.2 BSD as our host machine. The interpreter runs on a MC68000 microprocessor, and also runs 
in the host environment. 

5.1 Compiler 

The compiler consists of three separate phases: 

• Parsing 
• Semantic checks 
• Code generation 

The parser reads the source program and constructs an internal representation of it. In the internal 
representation the behaviour and value expressions are represented as abstract syntax trees. 

The semantic check phase verifies that the program is a normal expression as defined above. A type 
checker, based on the type system described in a paper by  Johansson  [Joh  86],  verifies that the program 
does not contain any type errors. 

The code generation is rather simple due to the high level of the target machine. The value expressions 
and function definitions are compiled into SECD machine code by a straightforward SECD compiler 



[Bur751. Compilation of behaviour expressions consists mostly of removal of symbolic names. All 
names for functions, behaviours and channels are replaced by numerical identifiers. In the object code 
behaviour expressions are represented as flattened abstract syntax trees. The symbolic names 
corresponding to all numerical identifiers are put into the object code so that the CCS interpreter can 
use symbolic names when printing diagnostical and trace messages. 

5.2 Interpreter 

The CCS machine is implemented as a  C  program running on a stand-alone MC68000 microprocessor. 
The fact that we can also execute it on the host, gives us access to the debugging and profiling tools of 
Unix. The interpreter can be divided into the following parts: 

• Loader 
• Memory manager 
• SECD machine 
• Expansion scheduler 
• Input/output handlers 

Loader 

The loader reads the object code over a serial line from the host machine and stores it in internal data 
structures. 

Memory manager 

Two major data primitives in the implementation are the process record and the object cell. Process 
records make up the process structure for the executing behaviour expression and the object cells are 
used in the construction of values, relabellings, and environments. 

All memory that is needed to store the object code is allocated statically. The remaining memory is 
split between a process record area and an object cell area. Both of these are are allocated and deallo-
cated dynamically, but only the object cells need a garbage collector. 

The garbage collector runs as a coroutine to the expansion scheduler and runs whenever the scheduler 
has nothing to do. We use a modified version of Dijkstra's on-the-fly garbage collector [Dij76] that 
allows a sufficiently fine degree of interleaving between garbage collection and expansion scheduling. 

SECD machine 

Evaluation of value expressions is performed by a SECD machine [Bur75]. 

Expansion scheduler -- abstract model 

The scheduler can abstractly be described as repeatedly using the 	---> relation (defined in section 3) 
to the canonical form of the program, pairing an internal action with either an external channel on 
which the environment is prepared to communicate or with another internal action, and performing the 
communication accordingly. 

We will here demonstrate a few steps of an execution of the last program shown in chapter 3. The sys-
tem will be presented in a canonical form where behaviour expressions sometimes will be abbreviated 
with a subscripted  N.  Value expressions will sometimes be presented with their value, making the pro-
gress easier to follow. 

Initially we have the system 

( KEYBOARD?produced_char. N1  

I PUT?firstitem. N2 

I GErbuf char. N3 ) \ PUT \ GET 

where the only possible communication is an input from KEYBOARD. Assume that a  'q'  is coming 
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and our system will become 

( PUT!'q'. producer 

I PUT?firstitem. N2  

I GErbuf char. N3  ) \ PUT \ GET 

where the character continues on the channel PUT. We get 

( KEYBOARD?produced_char. N 1  

I PUT?nextitem. nonemptybuf (insert nextitem buffer) + GET!  'q'.  N 4  

I GErbuf char. N3  ) \ PUT \ GET 

and for the first time we have a choice. Either we accept another character from KEYBOARD or we 
communicate internally on the channel GET. Assume the latter and we get 

( KEYBOARD?produced_char. N 1  

I PUrfirstitem. N2  

I SCREEN!  ['q'].  consumer ) TUT \GET 

In this last shown position, we can either accept another character from KEYBOARD or send a charac-
ter list to SCREEN. 

Expansion scheduler -- implementation 

We represent the canonical form of a behaviour expression as a set of processes, where each process is 
represented as a set of process parts. 

Each process part is implemented as a fourtuple consisting of a guard, a continuation (i.e. the 
behaviour coming after the guard), an environment of variable bindings, and a representation of the 
current relabellings . The guard contains channel identification and direction (sending or receiving), and 
for a sending channel also the SECD machine instructions needed to evaluate the expression. 

Restrictions are rewritten as relabellings of the restricted channels to new, unique channel names, and 
will therefore be part of the relabelling representation. 

This implicates that the scheduler pairs one of the guards with another in a different process, or with an 
external channel that is ready for communication. If a guard is chosen, the process it belongs to is sim-
ply removed, while the chosen process part might result in zero, one, or more new processes after the 
communication. 

We give a priority edge to external communications. This decision is based on the simple observation 
that all real-time demands come from the environment. We give all external channels the same priority. 

In the choice between alternative internal communications, we choose the first matching pair that we 
find. The intuitive way of first finding all possible pairs and then selecting one pair by random would 
be much less efficient. We reason that an embedded system normally stays dormant, and that all inter-
nal communications are equally necessary in the attempt to meet external demands. Of course this will 
not be true any longer if we assign individival priorities to external channels. 

Input/output handlers 

These are the interfaces between hardware devices and the expansion scheduler. 

Viewed from inside the expansion scheduler, each interface is an external channel with the following 
characteristics: 
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• The channel identification including a direction (sending or receiving). 
• An enable flag that indicates if it is is ready to communicate or not. 
• An initiating function for the channel. This function will set or reset the enable flag, initiate 

hardware devices and so on. 
• An input or output function through which the scheduler may receive or send a value on the chan-

nel. 

5.3 Some steps in the development of our CCS implementation 

Vital parts of our CCS implementation, as the interpreter and the type system [Joh86] used by the type 
checking algorithm, are based on a mathematical framework. We think that this approach is one of the 
reasons for why even the first of our implementation versions was surprisingly robust. 

The compiler and interpreter in our implementation are both written in the language  C,  but before we 
produced the first  C  version we had spent a lot of time in writing rapid prototypes of the type checking 
algorithm and the interpreter in the functional language  ML  [Gor79]. Actually the first working version 
of the interpreter was written entirely in  ML.  When translating this version to  C  we retained the 
overall structure and most of the abstract data types, and found that the translation became very 
straight-forward. Afterwards, when we have wanted to improve the interpreter, most of the ideas has 
been first formulated and tested in  ML  and then incorporated in the  C  version. 

We argue that this way of working with rapid prototyping in a powerful language with an interactive 
development environment has greatly improved the result of our work and decreased the time to per-
form it. 

6. An application 

We have done some practical experiments in order to gain experience in the real-time properties of our 
CCS implementation. One of these was an implementation of a water level control system. The physi-
cal process, controlled by our system, consists of two serially coupled small water tanks (a and  b)  and a 
pump  (c)  that refills the upper tank (a). This experimental process is used in undergraduate control 
theory courses at our university. A photo of the tank process can be seen in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Tank process 

Figure 2 describes schematically the same "tank process" as figure 1. Some quantities appropriate for 
the control task are also defined in the figure. 

q 0 (t)  
tank 1 

pump 

tank 2 
1h2  ( t) 

I q2 ( t) 

Figure 2. A schematic description of the tank process 

The control task is to keep the level h2(t) constant in spite of variations in the flow q(t). Figure 3 
describes the whole control system. 
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q 0 (t) (t) 
ump 

u0  (t)  (t) 
regulator  tank 1  tank 2  

h2  (t) 

u2  (t) 
sensor 

Figure 3. Control system 

The polynomial regulator used in the control system is described by figure 4. 

0 

Figure 4. Polynomial regulator 

The polynomials  R (q)  and S  (q)  in the regulator are defined as 

R(q) = ro•q 2 + r i.q +r2  

S(q) = s0•q 2 + srq + s2  

and thus a correction in the control signal Auk  is given by the following equations 

1 , 
Auk  = 	 r 2•Auk _2 — so•Ayk  —  s i • 

ro 	 s2 	if *AYk-2); 	ro  # 0 

1 , 
A/4 = 	 — s i•Ayk  — s2•AYk-1); jfr0  0 and r1  # 0 

S2 
AUk = - --Ayk ; if r cF--0, r 	r 2  # 0 

r 2 

The control system also contains a rudimentary capability for operator communication. By commands 
from a terminal the operator is able to 

• start and stop the regulator. 

• list the latest control signals Auk , .uk_1,  Auk _2  and the latest water level values 
Ayk , Ayk-1  and Ayk_2. 
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• list and change the regulator parameters r0, r1, r2, so, s1  and s2. 

• list and change the sampling interval. 

The resulting CCS program, implementing the control system, consists of nearly 400 lines of source 
code. About 100 of these lines are definitions of standard functions like append, concat ,... that in a 
more advanced implementation would have been imported from a module of standard functions. 

As mentioned before the operator communication uses a terminal. In our CCS implementation the 
input channel from the keyboard delivers one character at time. These portions are too small in several 
situations, ancl.what we need is a terminal handler that offers communication on channels which deliver 
integers and strings. It is also convenient to have a capability to erase characters. The terminal handler 
occupies 50 of the total 400 source code lines, but as in the standard function case, this code is an 
appropriate candidate for a library module. 

So the resulting amount of source code would have been about 250 lines if our implementation had 
supported modules. 

We made a nice observation during the development of this program. By appropriate relabellings of 
the external channels connected to the  A/D-  and D/A-converter and very small changes in the source 
code we were able to test everything except the real-time properties of the program in the host environ-
ment, by running the CCS interpreter there. 

The control system performed well for this not-very-rapid process. 

7. Some concluding remarks 

Several ideas concerning how CCS should be executed on a computer with a traditional architecture 
have been investigated and an actual implementation has been done. 

We have also experimented with different syntactical versions of CCS, all of them using the same 
semantics. 

Our latest fully executable version of the implementation differs in some minor aspects from what we 
have described here. This will be rectified in our next version. 

Possible areas for further work includes a more efficient expansion scheduler and an extension of the 
language with modules and pattern matching in the receive actions. 
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1. Introduction 

There is not much doubt about the great help a powerful type system can give a programmer. A good 
type checker finds most trivial errors like applying a function to an incorrect number of parameters or 
using actual parameters having illegal types. Furthermore, when dealing with objects having complex 
types a lot of logical errors can be caught as type errors. 

A language supporting type polymorphism is more flexible than a language without this feature. The 
issue is briefly discussed in [Dam82], but if this is not enough to convince the reader, he or she should 
gain practical experience of polymorphism by experimenting with the functional language  ML  [Gor79] 
or some similar language. 

This flexibility is due to the ability of a constant to have any of several types. The function constant  
hd  , as example, has the types boot -list  -->bool,  integer -list -->integer , boot-list-list -4 boot -list, 
and so on, if we suppose that  bool  and integer are the only basic types. If we introduce 'a as a vari-
able that can be instantiated to an arbitrary type we can write the type of  hd  as 'a-list -*'a. This pat-
tern is a polymorphic type or  polytype  for short and variables as 'a are called type variables. 

We must be careful not to confuse polymorphism with overloading of operators. Overloading is a syn-
tactical mechanism used to create a common notation for a set of related operators. The plus operator 
in Pascal is an example of an overloaded operator. If we consider a  +b,  then depending on the types of 
a and  b  we interpret + as 

• integer addition, if a and  b  are integers. 

• real addition, if a and  b  are  reals.  

• set union, if a and  b  are sets. 

A polymorphic operator, in opposite to an overloaded, is not a collection of different logically related 
operators, it is a single operator able to handle arguments with different types. The arguments must of 
course match the pattern given by the operators  polytype.  

Generics in Ada give a restricted form of polymorphism, because the instantiation of generic units is 
explicit. Unrestricted polymorphism allows implicit instantiation during run-time. 

This paper describes a polymorphic type system for Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems 
(CCS) [Mi180]. CCS is primarily intended as a tool for reasoning about programs, but can, with some 
modifications, be used as a programming language. This type system will form the basis for the type 
checker used by the CCS compiler described in [Joh86]. 

To keep the paper within a reasonable size we assume that the reader is familiar with CCS as presented 
in [Mi180]. We also adopt the notation of [Mi180] without explanation. 

Before going further in the technical discussion let us outline some of the dominant features of our type 
system. The ideas are not unique in any sense. They where first presented in [Mi178] and a successful 
implementation of them has been carried out in the functional language  ML  [Gor79]. 

First, everything concerning types is done during compile time. This implies that once the type checker 
has accepted a program or a part of it, object code can be generated which assumes that no objects 
carry their types at run-time. An approach like this is accepted as yielding efficient object code. 

Second, the programmer may decide if he will mention the type of a program or leave it to be inferred 
by the type inference algorithm. If the readability of a program is improved by explicitly mentioning 
the type it should of course be mentioned. 

Third, the type system must be able to handle polymorphic types. 

There is a need to denote values in several cases in the syntax of behaviour expressions. A send action,  

.B  

is one typical case. The task of the type checker, in this case, is to make sure that the type of t7t. can be 
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instantiated to be equal to the type of  E.  

Conditional behaviours and behaviour identifiers with formal parameters are other cases where a CCS 
type checker must infer the types of value expressions. We have also extended CCS with an ability to 
declare functions. The type of an user defined function can be given explicit in the function declaration 
or be left as a task for the type inference algorithm. 

This implies the need for a pair of type systems on separate levels, one for behaviour expressions and 
another, on a lower level, for value expressions. 

In his thesis [Ho183],  Holmström  presents a type system that is well suited for our needs in the value 
expression case. Besides the type of an expression Holmström's type system will infer the whole 
deduction tree. Our system is simpler, as it just will infer the type. 

It is fundamental for the robustness of a type inference algorithm to, whenever it succeeds, deliver 
something that is a type according to the type theory. This property, usually referred to as soundness, 
will be stated and proved for both of our type systems. 

An other important property, that is only appropriate for polymorphic type systems, is that if the algo-
rithm succeeds yielding a type it should be the most general type for that expression. This means that 
every possible type, if there are several, of an expression should be an instance of the inferred one. 
The property, called completeness, will also be stated and proved for our type systems. 

To keep the algorithm and the proofs within a manageable size we will follow Holmström[Ho183] and 
use a simple expression language Exp in the continuing discussion. It will not be difficult, but rather 
tedious, to extend the algorithm and the proofs to cover a larger language as  ML  for example. 

Section 2 starts with a definition of a type theory for Exp. It continues with a presentation of a type 
inference algorithm (W1) for value expressions written in Exp. We will also state and prove the sound-
ness and completeness properties of W1.  Holmström  has carried out similar proofs for his algorithm in 
[Ho183]. 

The main task for the behaviour expression type system is to ensure that a pair of communicating 
behaviours has the same assumptions on the type of the object they are dealing with. In the previous 
type system we were concerned with inferring the type of a value expression. The corresponding prob-
lem in this case is an algorithm that will infer the typed sort of an behaviour expression. A typed sort 
is the usual CCS sort, defined by the formation rules in [Mi180], but with every channel assigned a 
type. We used these formation rules as a basis when we defined a theory for how a typed sort is 
inferred from a behaviour expression. 

We begin section 3 with a presentation of our type theory for behaviour expressions. This theory cov-
ers CCS except behaviour identifiers. The restriction is not due to technical difficulties but more caused 
by a strive towards shorter proofs. The section continues with a presentation of the sort inference algo-
rithm (W2). As for the type inference algorithm, we state and proof the soundness and completeness of 
1472. 

In section 4 we will give hints on how the type system can be extended to also handle behaviour 
identifiers. 

2. A type system for value expressions 

This type system is similar to the one presented in Hohnström's thesis [Ho183] . As we only are 
interested in the type of a value expression and not the whole deduction schema as  Holmström  we have 
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been able to simplify the type system. 

2.1 Syntax 

If we let  x  range over identifiers in Exp, the following grammar will generate the set of all Exp - 
expressions:  

e  ::= true Ifalse 1  x  JAx.e I  e i  e2  I fix x.e I if  e i  then e2  else e3  lletx=e i ine2  

2.2 The type theory 

The type expressions, in our type system, are generated by the following simple grammar 

t ::=  bool  I t —> t 2  I 'r 

where we let t with and without subscripts range over type expressions and  "C  over type variables. 

As Exp is a typefree language the next natural step is development of rules that will assign a type to 
every wellformed Exp -term. These rules are presented as a formal theory in the natural deduction 
style. A formula in the theory is on the form  e  :t, where  e  is a Exp -term and t is a type expression. 

The theory consists of the following eight rules,  

  

true:bool 

 

false:bool  

(iii ) 	x  :t  

(x:t 
e:t  2  

A.x.e :t 1 —t 2  

(v)  

 

e 1:t 1 —>t 2  e2:t1  

 

e ie 2:t 2  

(vi)  

 

(x:t) 
e :t 

 

 

fix x.e:t  

 

e i:bool e 2:t e 3:t  

if e 1  then e2  else  e  3:t  

e 	x]:t  

let x  = e i  in e 2:t  

These rules are fundamental in the forthcoming discussion so let us improve our intuition by a brief 
explanation of each rule. 

(iv)  
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Rule  (i)  is an axiom even if it is written as an inference rule. Note that axioms never have premisses. 

Rule (ii) is similar to rule  i.  

Rule (iii) simply allows you to assume anything on the form x:t . This rule is used when there is a 
need to introduce an assumption. 

Rule (iv) says that, if we by assuming x:t1  can show  e  :t2  we may discharge the assumption x:t 1  and 
draw the conclusion Xx.e:t 1-->t 2. 

Rule (v) says that, if we can show  e  1:t i —>t2  and e 2:t 1  we may draw the conclusion  e  le 2:t 2. This rule 
is often referred to as the elimination rule for functions. 

Rule  (vi)  says that, if we by assuming x:t 1  can show e:t 1  we may discharge the assumption x:t 1  and 
draw the conclusion fix x.e :t1  i.e.  x  and  e  must have equal types if fix x.e is to have a type. 

Rule (vii) says that, if the condition e l  is of type  bool  and e2  and e 3 has the same type t1  then we may 
draw the conclusion if e 1  then e2  else e3: 11. 

Rule (viii) says that, if we can show e2  [e  ilx]:t we may draw the conclusion let x=e 1  in e 2:t . This 
rule is our introduction rule for local definitions. 

2.3 Assumption sets 

When reasoning about types of Exp-terms having free variables we need a context holding assumptions 
concerning the free variables. We call this context an assumption set. 

Definition: A set (x 1:t 1, . . . ,x„:t,i ); 	iej and 1_<5.j5.n of formulas which to every identifier 
xi  associates a type expression ti  is called an assumption set. 

We let r with subscripts range over assumption sets. Consider the assumption set r, then we let F(x) 
denote the type expression associated with  x  in r or the special type object notype if there is no type 
expression associated with  x.  

A family of assumption sets (r1, 	,r„ ) is consistent if F1  u • • u r„ is an assumption set. Intui- 
tively this means that the assumption sets do not contain different assumptions about the type of a vari-
able i.e. the type of a variable given in more than one assumption set must be identical. 

2.4 An example 

To gain some intuitive understanding, of how the algorithm works, we will now discuss how W1  calcu-
lates the type of (4.p  (q  r))(p r). Readers unfamiliar with type substitutions will find a definition in 
the next section. 

This example is also presented in Holmström's thesis [Ho183]. 

First, we recognize that 

(A4P(q r))(13  r) 

is an application and by recursive calls of W1  with 

(Xq.p(q r)) and  (p  r) 

as arguments we arrive at 

W1(4•P(q r)) = *1—>T2)-->T3, (P:T2-->T3, r 

W (Pr ) = (T5, 	:T4—*t5, r:T4)) 

In the pair returned by 

Wi(XTP(q r)) 

the first component, (T1—>r2)---Yr3, is the type of the expression. The second component, 
(p:T2—'r3, r:T1 ), is the set of assumptions that are needed to compute the type. 
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But before we can use inference rule (v) we must do two instantiations. First, the assumption sets 

:c2—>T3> r :ti ) and  (P  :T4---Yrs,  r :t 4)) 

must be instantiated in a way that they become consistent. To achieve this the substitution 

0  = [Ttica, T3/T5, T11t2) 

will be suitable. 

The goal of the second instatiation is to make 

((t1—>T2)--Yr3)8 and T50 

match the types in the patterns 

e1:t1-->t2  and e2:t1  

respectively.  e  i:t 	2 and  e  2:t I  are the premisses of inference rule (v). 

In this case the substitution 

= RT1--Yc1)/T3, (T1--n1)1t5) 

is appropriate. 

We are now ready to use inference rule (v) with the premisses 

(4•P (4 r):(T1—>T2)-->T3)04) and  (P  r:T5)04). 

This yields that 

(X44  (q  r))(I,  r) 

has the most general type 

ti---->T1 

depending on 

(19 	 r :ti) • 

2.5 Type substitutions and Unification 

A type substitution is a mapping from type variables to type expressions. Every type substitution  'y  in 
this paper will have the property that 7(x)=x except for a finite set of variables. In some situations it 
will be convenient to use the notation (t i/x 1, 	, t„ix,4 ) for the type substitution that maps xi  to 
ti  ; (1n) and all other type variables to themselves. We use small greek letters to denote substitu-
tions. According to common practice we use  postfix  notation when applying substitutions and juxtapo-
sition to denote composition of substitutions. 

A type substitution is naturally extended to a mapping from assumption sets to assumption sets by the 
following definition 

(xi:t i, 	,x„:t,i )8 = (xi:t iO, 	,x„:4,0) 

By the above definition, applying a substitution to an assumption set will yield an assumption set. We 
also state without proof, that applying substitutions on assumption sets that are consistent with each 
other does not destroy the consistency. 

It is also convenient in some cases to extend substitutions to a mapping from deductions to deductions. 
So we state, again without proof, that if we have a deduction of  e  :t (r) then this deduction, with suit-
able instantiations, also is a deduction of  e  :t  e  (Fe). 

In the previous example we did instantiate assumption sets precisely so much that they became con-
sistent. This is obviously an unification process, so we need a modified version of Robinson's 
Unification algorithm [Rob65] for assumption sets. The original algorithm, that unifies type 
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expressions, is of course also needed. 

Unification Theorem 1 (Robinson) 

Let t1  and t2  be type expressions. There exists an algorithm U1  such that  

i. 	if Ui(t 1,t2) succeeds yielding  y  then  
y  unifies t1  and t2  i.e. t iy = t2y. 

if t1  and t2  are unifiable i.e. there exists a type substitution 0 such that t 10 = t20 then 
Ui(t 1,t2) succeeds yielding a  y  such that for some  E,  IT =  e.  

Proof: See [Rob65]. 

Unification Theorem 2 

Let r1  and F2  be assumption sets. There exists an algorithm U2 such that  

i.  if U2(FI,F2) succeeds yielding  y  then 
Fly is consistent with F2y. 

if 1-10 is consistent with r2e then 
u2(r1,r2) succeeds yielding a  y  such that for some  e,  ye = 0. 

Proof: See [Ho183]. 

In the inference algorithms and the proofs we shall drop the subscripts indicating the choice of 
unification algorithm (U1  or U2) as this will be obvious from the context. 

2.6 The type inference algorithm, Wi  

Wi  will use recursion over  e  when computing the type. This means that Wi  first applies it self recur-
sively to the parts of its argument. The results from these applications are then instantiated in a way 
that they can be combined with some of the inference rules into a type of the whole argument. There 
is a one to one correspondence between syntactical constructions in the grammar of Exp and the cases 
in W 1. 

In the algorithm T 	stands for a fresh type variable never used before and '-' should be interpreted as 
set minus. Wi  has the type 

W  :E  --->TxA 

where  E  is the set of all wellformed Exp -expressions, T is the set of all type expressions generated by 
the grammar in section 2.2 and A is the set of all assumption sets. W1(e) will then be a pair (t, F) 
where eeE, teT and rEA 

fun Wi  (true) =  (bool,  

W 1  (false) = (bool, ())  



let val tx  = tneW 
in 

(tx,[x:tx)) 
end  

I W1  (?te)  = 

let  val  (t1, r1) = 1471  (e)  
and tx  = ri(x) 

in 
if tx  # notype then 

(tx  --> t1, 1-1 — tx:t. 1) 
else 

(rnew —>t1, F1) 
end 

I W1 (el e2) = 

let  val  (r1, r1) = W1 (e1) 
and (t 2,1-2) = vv1 (e2) 
and t3  -= 
and it = U(ri, 1-2) 
and (1) = U(t in, t2ic—>t3) 

in 

(t3(1), rim> u 1-2.7* 
end 

I W1  (fix  x. e)  = 

let  val  (t1, r1) = iv1  (e)  
and tx  = ri(x) 

in 
if tx  # notype then 

let  val  it = Li (t 1, tx) 
in 

(t in, Fin — Ex :tx)n) 
end 

else 
(t1, 1-1) 

end 

I Wi Of e l  then e2  else e3) = 

let  val  (t1, r1) = 1471 (e1) 
and (t2, r2) = W1  (e2) 
and (t3, r3) = 1471 (e3) 
and it = u(F2, F3) 
and 4:1) = U (t 2n, tgc 
and  p  = U (rind), r27t4, u 1-37#4) 
and  ri  = u (tire,  bool)  

in 
(t27c$P11, rinerl u rgerl u 1-37u191) 

end 

- 7 - 
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I  W (let x = e 1  in e = W i(e 2 fe 

2.7 The Soundness of W1  

An important property of a type inference algorithm is that any type which it yields should also be 
derivable in the type theory. This property is usually referred to as the soundness of the algorithm. 
We will now state and prove this property for our algorithm W1. 

Soundness theorem: 

Wi(e)= (t ,F) 	e  :t 

Proof, by structural induction on  e.  

i. e = true 

W1(true) =  (bool  ,()) which we also can deduce by rule  (i)  in the type theory.  
e  = false 

Same argumentation as in previous case. 

e=x 

In this case we have 

W1(x) =  (rm.,  ,{x:T.)) 

Rule (iii) in the type theory let us deduce x:Tnew  ((x:T„,„ )). 

iv.  e  = Xx.e 

We assume that Wi(e) succeeds. This implies that 

(t 	,r1) = W i(e 1) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis we know that  
e  i:t  (F1) 

We distinguish two cases. 

a. If Fi(x) is a type expression then 

(x:Fi(x)) 

is consistent with r1. This fact together with the induction hypothesis and inference rule 
(iv) gives 

)-->t 1  

where the assumption (x:Fi(x)) is discharged. This is exactly what has to be proved, since 

Wi(e)= (1-1(x)r1, r1 — (x:ri(x)))  
b. If Fi(x) is notype then 

(x:Tne„, 

is consistent with F1. This fact together with the induction hypothesis and inference rule 
(iv) gives 
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Xx.ei:T. —t1  (r1) 

which is what we had to prove. 

V.  e  = el  e2  

We assume that W i (e) succeeds. This implies that 

• (r i  >ri)  = wi(ei) 

• (t2 T2) = W 1(e 2) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis we know that  

e  la,. (F1) and e2:t2  ( -2) 

We also know that the unifications 

• ir=  u(ri  ,r2) 

• 4) = U (t in ,t2n-->t„) 

has succeeded, and by unification theorem 1 and 2 we then have that 

• Fin is consistent with I-2n. 

• t gut) = (t gt—>x „ey,)4) =  

Thus our premisses are 

• finfl) is consistent with F27t(1) 

• e 1:t 2 r42$-3rne,,,, (1) (Fine 

• e  2:t 2.7c4) (r gut)) 

Together with inference rule (v) these premisses give us the conclusion 

e l  e2:T„4 (FA) u F2 4) 

This is exactly what has to be proved since 

W1(e) = (T.4),  ri#  u rgc(P)  
vi. 	e  = fix x.e 1  

We assume that W1(e) succeeds. This implies that 

(r1  ,ri)  = W1(e j) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis we then know that 

ei:ti (r1) 

We distinguish two cases 

a. If ri(x) is a type expression then 

(x:1-1(x)} 

is consistent with r1. We also know that the unification 

It = U(1"1(x) ,t 1) 

has succeeded, and by unification theorem 1 we then have 



Fi(x)n = tin 

By instantiating the induction hypothesis we have  

e  i:t  in (Fin) 

and together with the fact that  

(x 	)n)  

is consistent with Fin we can use rule  (vi)  and draw the conclusion 

fix x.e :t 	(Fin) 

where the assumption (x:Fi(x)n) is discharged. This is exactly what has to be proved, 
since 

Wi(e)= (t in, Fin — (x:Fi(x))n)  

b.  If F1(x) is notype then 

(x:t i ) 

is consistent with r1, and we can by inference rule  (vi)  draw the conclusion 

fix x.e  i:t  (F1) 

which is what we had to prove. 

vii.  e  = if e1  then e2  else e3  

We assume that W1(e) succeeds. This implies that 

• (t1  xi) = wi(ei) 

• (t2 ,r2) = w1(e2) 

• (t3  ,r3) = 	i(e 3) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis we know that  

e 	(r1) and e2:t2 (F2) and e323  (r3) 

We also know that the unifications 

• it = U(T2 ,r3) 

• 41= u(t 2n ,t31c) 

• p  = U 	,r27r4) u I-3#) 

• Ii = U(t in0  ,bool)  

has succeeded. By unification theorem 1 and 2 we then have 

• Fincivi, I-27u4)pl and 1-310p-ri  is a consistent family of assumption sets. 

• t2n4)p11 = tgrepri 

• t ini:Ppri =  bool  

By instantiating the induction hypothesis we have 

• e  i:bool (Fincieri) 

• e2:t2#PTI (F2n$PT1) 



• e3:t2741)11 (r3iu4)P11) 

Together with inference rule (vii), these premisses give 

if e 1  then e2  else  e  3:tgul)P11 (F1itqpr u  F27rpfl u r3n011) 

This is what has to be proved, since 

1471(e) = (t21rP1, Fitp  u r27c4)P11 u 1-37c$PTI)  

e  = let  x  =  e  in e2  

We assume that W1(e) succeeds. This implies that 

Wi(e2[eibc]) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis we then have  

e  2[e x]:t (r,) 

and by inference rule (viii) we may draw the conclusion 

let  x  = e 1  in  e  2:t (F1) 

which is what we had to prove. 

2.8 The Completeness of W1  

Another important property of a type inference algorithm is that a type, derived for a given expression 
in the type theory, is an instance of the one computed by the inference algorithm for the same expres-
sion. We will now continue by stating and proving this property, usually referred to as completeness, 
for our algorithm W1. 

Completeness theorem:  

e:t  (r) 	1 V i(e) = (t' ,r) 

where 3 9 such that  

i.  t = t'0 

F is consistent with r'e 

Proof, by structural induction on  e.  

i. e  = true 

This case is trivial. 

ii. e =  false  

This case is also trivial. 

Assume  e  :t. By rule (iii) we know that the assumption 

fx:t) 

has been introduced. We have 

Wi(e)= (clew ,(X:Tnew )) 
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and with the substitution 0 = 	) we have proved this case. 

iv.  e  = 21 /4x.e 

Assume  e  :t (F). By inference rule (iv) we know that 

• t = t i —>t 2  

• e1:t2  r U (x:t i ) 

(At this point we have a minor complication because we are not sure that rule (iv) is the last used 
rule in the deduction tree. It is namely possible to extend the assumption set r with variables not 
already present in r by using rule (iii) after rule (iv) was last used. This will not be a serious 
problem since these new assumptions are concerned with variables not free in e l  and thus we are 
able to prune these unnecessarily introduced deductions from our deduction tree. The complica-
tion will appear several times in the continuing proof but we will not comment those cases.) 

By the induction hypothesis we have 

W1(e j) = (t 

where 3 0' such that  

i. t2  = t'0' 

ii. F u (x:t i ) is consistent with F'0' 

We distinguish two cases 

a. If r(x) is a type expression then 

W 1(e) = 	(x)—>t 	—  (x (x))))  

Put 0 = 0' and we have  

i. (F'(x)-->t')0 = (F'(x)—>t')0' = 

= 

t1—>t2  = t 

ii. (F'— (x:F'(x)))0 = 	- (x:r(x)no'.  

ro'- (x:rw(x))  

which is consistent with r u  
b.  If F'(x) is notype then 

W1(e) = 	(M) 
Put 0 = O'(ti/Tne„, ) and we have  

i. 	')0 = 	')0'( t 	= 

) = 

(Tnewe'--)t2)(t1ft..) = 

(Thew  —>t2)(tikr.) = 
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ti—>12 = t  

ii. r'e = re'(t,tr„,,) =  

In' which is consistent with r u (x:t i ). 

V. e = eie2  

Assume  e:t  (F). By inference rule (v) we know that 

• t  e  12  

• e1:t1—>t2  (r) 
• e2:t1  (I-) 

Note that the conclusions 

e1:t1-3t2  and e2:t1  

are made under the same global assumption F. 

By the induction hypothesis we have 

Wi(e  i)  = (t7') 

where 3 0' such that  

i. t1—>t 2  = t'0' 

ii. r is consistent with 1-'0' 

and 

w1(e2) = (t",r")  

where 3 0" such that  

i. t1  = t"0" 

ii. r is consistent with re" 
We also know that 

0' only changes type variables in r' and t' 

and 

0" only changes type variables in r" and t" 

This yields the following conclusions 

• t'0"= t' 

• In" = r'  
s t  "O' =t  " 

• r"e' = r" 

We know that 0' and 0" will affect disjoint sets of type variables. Thus we can define 

Sy = 0,9,, 
re, 

By the induction hypothesis we then have 
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• F'y = F'8"8/ =  ro'  which is consistent with r 
• r"?  = 1'8'8" = re" which is consistent with r 

We also know that r contains assumptions about all free variables in both e 1  and e2. Thus we 
can draw the conclusion that  

ry  is consistent with 1-7  
The above conclusion together with unification theorem 2 will guarantee that 

U(r,r") 

will succeed yielding a substitution it and that there exists an other substitution  e  such that 

ICE =  y  

The substitution 

ii =  E  f t 2tC„,,  j  

unifies t'n and t"Ir—nnew  because 

t 'ItTI = t '7t(E f t 2PC,,w  )) = 

t '7CE = 

t '1 = t '0"0,  = 

t '0' = 

t 1-->t 2 

and 

(t "7C—Yrnew  )ri = (t "7C—YC„,, )(e ( r2/Tnew 1 ) = 

t ''ICE--> t 2 = 

t "r9t 2 = t "0' 0"—>t 2 = 

t "0"--> t 2 = 

t1-4t2  

The facts above together with unification theorem 1 will guarantee that 

U(t 'n,t "it—'c,,4 ) 

succeeds yielding the substitution  ep  and that there exists an other substitution  p  such that 

(>13  =  n  

W 1 (e ) = (r„,,,„ 4), nu> u r"#) 

Put 13 = p and  we  have 

i. 	tn..4)0  = Tnzw  (PP  = 

inew  ri = "T„ew  E ( t2Prnew ) = 

t2 = t 
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(I'M) u 1'74)0 = (I'm u 1-'14)p = 

F'irgy u 1-"Tupp  = 

F'rri u F"rri = 

F'ne t2/T„e„, u F"ne (t2/ine„ ) = 

u ry(t2trnew  ) = 

r'y u r'y which is consistent with F.  

vi. e  = fix x.e 

If  x  does not occur free in  e i  then this case is very similar to case iv.a above. If  x  occurs free in 
e1  then we must, among other things, show that the unification of Fi(x) and t i  succeeds. This 
can be done by using a similar technique as in case v. 

vii. e  = if  e  I  then e2  else e3  

The proof of this case is voluminous, but does not introduce any new difficulties. We can show 
that the unifications succeed by a similar technique as in case v. 

viii. let  x  =  e  in e2  

Assume  e  :t (F). By inference rule (viii) we then know that 

• t = t 

• e  2[e 11 x]:t (r) 

By the induction hypothesis we have 

W i(e 2[e 114) = (t' ,r) 

where 3 0' such that  

i. 	t i  = t'0' 

F is consistent with re' 

W i(e) = wi(e 2[e ]) = (t'r) 

Put 0 = 0' and we have  

i.  t'0 = t'O' = t i  

re = re' which is consistent with F. 

3. A type system for behaviour expressions 

CCS, as presented in [Mi180], is a typefree language. In  this section we will develop rules for assign-
ing  types to channels in behaviour expressions, such that a value sent on a channel will have the same 
type as the channel. 

The type system presented in the previous section is used whenever the type of a value expression, that 
is a part of a behaviour, is needed. 
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3.1 Syntax 

If we let a and re range over channel identifiers,  x  over value variable identifiers,  E  over value expres-
sions,  B  with and without subscripts over behavior expressions and S over relabellings then the follow-
ing grammar will generate the set of all behaviour expressions.  

B  ::= NIL I ax.B IrxE.B I  B  i+B 2 I  B  1 1 B 2  I B\a 1B [5] I if  E  then B 1  else  B  

3.2 The typed sort theory 

The typed sort is an extension of the sort presented by Milner in [Mi180]. 

Definition: A typed sort is a set (ala 1,.,a:tn ) of channels where each channel  ak  is assigned a 
type tk (15JC 5-n). 

The rules of our theory are presented in the natural deduction style. Formulas in the rules are on the 
form  B  :a, where  B  is a behaviour expression and a is a typed sort. We have also the formulas  a:t  
and x:t, where a stands for a channel identifier,  x  for a value variable identifier and t for a type. The 
formula  E  :t stands for a value expression  E  and the type t it has been assigned. 

Besides the rules presented in this section the typed sort theory also consists of the rules concerning the 
language Exp presented in section 2. 

ML: ( 

(a:t x:t) 
B :cy 

axB  :a L.)  {a:t) 

(a:t) 
B  :a  E:t  

ry.EB  :a L.)  (a:t) 

(iv)  
B 	B 2:a 

B 	2:a 

(v)  
B i:a B2:a 

B1 1B 2:a  

B :a  
(vi)  

B \a:a\ta:t } 

B :a  
(vii)  

B [S]:S (a)  

(viii)  
if  E  then B 1  else B 2:a  

E :bool B 1:a B2:a 
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B  :a  a(a) = notype  
(ix) B  :a u  (a:t) 

(x) a:t 

Here follows an intuitive explanation of each rule in the typed sort theory. 

Rule  (i)  simply says that NIL does not extend the typed sort. 

Rule (ii) is concerned with receive actions. It says that if we by assuming that a and  x  has the equal 
type t can show that  B  has the typed sort a we may discharge the assumptions concerning a and  
x,  and draw the conclusion that ax.B has the typed sort a u  (a:t),  i.e. a channel and the vari-
able it bounds must have equal types. 

Rule (iii) lets us infer the type of a channel involved in a send action. It says that if we by assuming 
that a has type t can show that  B  has the typed sort a and  E  has type t we may discharge the 
assumption concerning a, and draw the conclusion that 11E.B has the typed sort a u  [a:t).  Note 
that the type of  E  is inferred in the type theory for value expressions, presented in the previous 
section. 

Rule (iv) says that if we can show that B 1  and B2 both have the typed sort a then we may draw the 
conclusion that  B  1+B2  has the typed sort a. Note that this rule is supposed to be used together 
with rule (ix) in the case the typed sorts of B 1  and B 2 are unequal. 

Rule (v) is similar to rule (iv). 

Rule  (vi)  says that, if  B  has the typed sort a then  B  \a will have the typed sort a with the channel  a:t  
discharged. 

Rule (vii) says that, if  B  has the typed sort a then  B  [S] will have the typed sort S (a). 

Rule (viii) says that, if we can show that  E :bool, B  1:a and B2:a then we may draw the conclusion that 
if  E  then B 1  else B2 has the typed sort a. 

Rule (ix) gives us the opportunity to extend the typed sort of a behaviour with an arbitrary channel not 
already a member of the typed sort. 

Rule  (x)  lets us assume anything on the form  a:t.  

3.3 An example. 

If we extend the syntax of a type to 

t ::= integer  bool  t1-3t 2  I 't 

we may consider the following short example. 

ax. if x10 then -17Sx. NIL else 3L-x. ML) 

Let us then, as a demonstration of the sort inference algorithm W2, infer the typed sort of it. 

To begin, we recognize that the expression is a receive action, and thus we must continue with a recur-
sive call of W2 with 

if  x  then  x.  NIL else 71—x. NIL 

as the argument. At this stage we use W 1  to infer the type of 

and further recursive calls of W2 with 

-fix. NIL and 3—x. NIL 

as arguments. By these calls we arrive at 
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1  i  7  i(x0) =  (bool,  (x:integer )) 

W 2.(13-  x  • NIL) = (Mtil, (), fx:Ti)) 

W2(3—x. NIL ) = (('.integer}, (),  (x  :integer )) 

In the triple returned by 

W2(fix• NIL) 

the first component, (ß:TI ), is the typed sort of the argument. The second and third components are 
assumption sets concerning channels and value variables respectively. Before we can use inference rule 
(viii) we must instantiate the assumption sets  

fx  :'c1 ) and (x:integer ) 

in such a way that they become consistent. This is easily achieved by the substitution 

8 = (integer iti ) 

After a step upwards in the chain of recursive calls we arrive at 

W2(if x_i;) then -fix. NIL else -17—x. NIL) = ((ß:integer,  , y:integer), (), (x:integer )) 

There are no assumptions concerning a so we can introduce a:integer and then use rule (ii) to infer the 
sort 

(a:integer,  , ß:integer,  , y:integer) 

which is the typed sort of our example. 

3.4 The sort inference algorithm, W2 

As we saw in the example, W2 will use recursion over  B  when computing the typed sort. The assump-
tion sets, yielded by the recursive calls, are instantiated in a way that make them consistent with each 
other. This is achieved by an unification process which, if it succeeds, returns a substitution. The 
typed sorts, returned by the recursive calls, are then instantiated by the substitution and composed to a 
sort for the whole behaviour expression. 

In the algorithm tnew  stands for a fresh type variable and '—' should be interpreted as set minus. W2 
maps a behaviour expression  B  to a triple (a, rc, rv ) where a is a typed sort, I-, is a assumption set 
concerning channels and I-, a assumption set concerning value variables. 

fun W2 (NIL) = (( ), ( ), ( )) 

I  W2  (ax -B ) =  

let  val (cs, I-, , rv) =  W2  (B)  
and  tx  = I-, (x)  
and  ta  = I-,  (a) 

in 
if tx  # notype  and  ta  # notype  then  

let val  it = rgtx  , ta)  
in 

(an t..)  ((a:t  (,))1c,  1-',7r—(a:r o )n, For—(x:tx  )7c) 
end  
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else if tx  = notype and  ta  notype then 
(a u (a:tal, 	ry)  

else if tx  notype and  ta  = notype then 
(au (a2„), F„ F9 —(x:tx  

else 
(a u (a:T„,,v  ), rc ,  ry)  

end 

let  val  (a,  rc  ,  r91)  =  W2  (B)  

and  ta  =  F, (a) 
and  (tE,  I-v2)  =  WI  (E)  

and  it  =  (1-9 1, ry 
in 

if  ta  notype then  
let val 4)  = U(tan, tEit)  
in  

(crIc4) u (a:ta)1r4), 1-,n4)—(a:ta )n4), 1-917c4) u I-„27rep) 

end 
else 

(arc u (a:tE  )7r, re  7r, I", 17C  LI ry  27C) 

end 

W2 (E i+B 2)= 

let val (al, rc l, r91) = W2 (B 1) 

and (a2, rc2, ry) = W2 (B 

and  it  = 	rc) 
and 4) = U(F9 1it, r92n) 

in 
(a1n4) u cr2S, rc Ing) u rc27C4),  

end 

W2  (B  IB  = 

(same as in previous case) 

W 2 (E \a) = 

let val (a, rc , F9 )= W2 (B) 
in 

(a\ a, F , rv) 
end 

W 2 (E [S]) = 

let val (a, rc  , r9) = W2 (B) 
in 

(s (a), s (re  ), r9 ) 
end 

ry ino u ry 27c4)) 
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I W 2  (if  E  then  B  1  else B2  = 

let  val  (a 1 , r,,, ry1) = w2(B1) 
and (a2, rc2, r„) = W 2(B 2) 
and (tE , rvo = W1(E) 

and 7C = U (rc 1Tc) 
and 4) = u(F i1r,1-„ 27r) 

and  p  = U(1-„ 1rr4) u ry274),r1* 
and  ri  . u (tE  rug  bool)  

in 

(a1m4)P11 L.) agell,  rcjr(PPTI u rcpPPTI,  Ty17t4)P11 u rv27u4)PTI) 
end 

3.5 The Soundness of W2. 

The Soundness of the typed sort inference algorithm can be stated as follows: if W2  succeeds in yield-
ing a typed sort then this sort must also be derivable in the sort inference system. We will now state 
and prove this property for our algorithm W2. 

Soundness theorem: 

W 2(B) = (a, rc ,  ry)  'B:a (Fe ,  ry)  

Proof, by structural induction on  B  

i. B =  NIL  

W2(NIL)= (f), (), ()), which we also can deduce in the sort theory by rule  (i).  

ii. B  = ax.  B  1  

We assume that W2(B  i)  succeeds. This implies that 

(a), rc,  ry)  - w2(B1) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis we then know that  

B  i:a 1 (rc ,  ry)  

We distinguish four cases. 

a. 	If  Fy (x)  and I., (a) are type expressions then we know that the unification 

it = U (I'v  (x  ), I-, (a)) 

has succeeded, and by unification theorem 1 we then have 

• F, (x)n = I-, (a)rr 

• xrc (a)n (Fa ir) 

• x:  F(x)it (ru n) 

By instantiating the induction hypothesis we have 

Bi:ain (r, 7C, Fit) 

and with the premisses above, inference rule (ii) will give the conclusion 
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ax-B 	u (a: rc (a))7c) (Fn, Fyn) 

where the assumptions (cc:rc (a)) it and fx:17,,(x))7C are discharged. This is exactly what 
has to be proved, since 

W2(e) = (ain u (a:re (a))/r), (rc Tc—{ are (a)n),  ry  7r— tx 	(x)70)  

b. 	If I-,  (x)  is a type expression and re  (a) is notype then we know that 

• (a: F  (x))  is consistent with re 

• x:  r,  (x)  (F.) 

The induction hypothesis and the facts above used as premisses to inference rule (ii) give us 
the conclusion 

ar/31:a1 u (a: Ty  (x))  (re, r.) 

where the assumption fx:ry(x)) is discharged. This is exactly what has to be proved, 
since 

W2(e) = (al u (a:rv(x)), re , ry—(x:r,(x)))  

c. 	If  ry (x)  is notype and re  (a) is a type expression then we know that 

• fx:  re  (a)) is consistent with F. . 

• a: re(a) (re). 

The induction hypothesis and the facts above used as premisses to inference  nile  (ii) give us 
the conclusion 

axi31:(a1 u (a:re (a))) (Fe,  ry)  

where the assumption (a:1-,(a)) is discharged. This is exactly what has to be proved, 
since 

W2(e ) = (al u (a:rc (a)), FC—{a:rc (a)), r.)  

d. 	If I-,  (x)  and re  (a) both are notype we know that 

• (a:Tn ) is consistent with re . 

• fx  :'r,,,) is consistent with F. . 

The induction hypothesis and the facts above used as premisses to inference rule (ii) give us 
the conclusion  

ax-B  1:(51 u  (a:t.)  (re  , rv)  
which  is  what we  had to  prove.  

B  = 	E .B  

We assume that 1V2(B  i)  succeeds. This implies that 

(a1, re, r.1) = 1472,(B 1) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis we have  

B  i:ai (re rv1) 

We also know that 

• (tE,  ry)  = 1411(E) 
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• TC = u(ry1, 1",) 

has been computed. We distinguish two cases. 

a. 	If rc  ( -x)  is a type expression then we know that the unification 

(I) = U(F ()7r, tE  rc) 

has succeeded and by unification theorem 1 and 2 we then have 

• I',170 consistent with l',270 

• r,(ti)m¢ = tE mp 

We also have 

• tz:rc 0-307c4) (1-c n4)) 

• E:tE rt(1) (1-,274) 

By instantiating the induction hypothesis we have 

B 1: Goo (rc it4), 1-,174) 

With the above premisses, inference rule (iii) gives the following conclusion 

75E-B1'40'170)  u (arc (rx))14) (Tcn4),  ry  Jul) u rv2n4)) 

where the assumption utu-c  mpg)) is discharged. This is exactly what has to be proved, 
since 

W2(B ) = (c51ncl) u (:rc n$Cci)) rc n4)—(U:rc n40)), ry1ic(1) u rv2ne1))  

b. 	If rc  (5-t) is notype then we know that 

• F 1it is consistent with rv2ir 

• (rx:rE  )7c is consistent with Fe lt 

• E:tE  lt  (1-,27r) 

By instantiating the induction hypothesis we have 

B1: Gin (Fl c, 	in) 

and together with the premisses above, inference rule (iii) will give the following conclu-
sion 

tt.E.B i:agt u (a:tE  )7r, ra n, Fit U 1-,27) 

which is what we had to prove. 

iv.  B  =B 1-1-B 2  

We assume that W2(B1-1-B 2) succeeds. This implies that 

• (ai, rcl, rv1) = w2(B  i)  

• (cY2, rc2, rv2) = W2(B 2)  

has been computed. By the induction hypotheses we then have 
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B 1:ai 	i,  r„1) and B2: a 2 a-,2, 

We also know that the unifications 

• It = 	1,1-c2) 

• = u(ryin,r,270 

has succeeded, and by unification theorem 2 we then know that 

• I-, in is consistent with 1-c27r 

• r„ ITO is consistent with 1-,2# 

By instantiating the induction hypotheses we have 

aim> and a2it4) 

Then by repeated use of inference rule (ix) we arrive at 

at'irl) and cr2/74 

such that 

= 0-2'10)  

The premisses above, together with inference rule (iv) give us the conclusion 

B 1+B 2:ai'mp (1",17c4)LI rc2, ryine Li 1-,203.) 

which is what we had to prove. 

v. B  =B 1 lB2  

Same argumentation as in previous case  

vi. B  =Bi \a 

We assume that W2(B \ a) succeeds. This implies that  

(ais  rc, rv) = W2(B  i)  

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis and inference rule  (vi)  we have  

B  \ ccal a:rc 	(FC ,  

which is what we had to prove. 

vii. B  =  B  i [S] 

We assume that W2(B i[S]) succeeds. This implies that 

(cTi, rc, rv) = 1472(B1) 

has been computed. By the induction hypothesis and inference rule (vii) we have 

Bi[S]:ai[S] (Fe , Irv) 

which is what we had to prove. 

viii. B  = if  E  then B 1  else B 2  

We assume that W2(B  i)  and W2(B2) succeeds. This implies that 

• (ai, rci, rv) = W2(13  i)  
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• (cr2, rc,, ry) = W2(B 2)  

• (tE, rvE) = Wi(E) 

has been computed. By the induction hypotheses we then have  

B  1:al  (Fe , r,1) and  B  2:a2 	r„) 

By the soundness theorem of W1  we have 

W1(E) = (tE , rvE) implies  E  :tE  (r,E) 

We also know that the unifications 

• on= U(Fci, 

• 4) = U(ryin, rv jr) 

• p  = U(F, irce u 	F,370) 

• ti = U (tE 	bool)  

has succeeded, and by unification theorem 1 and 2 we then have 

• rvEitilri, Fcircepti and 1-,27u4)p11 is a consistent family of assumption sets. 

• tETC011 =  bool  

Instantiation of the induction hypotheses gives 

a1#1311 and (721r4)1311 

then by repeated use of inference rule (ix) we arrive at 

ai'rupfyn and cs2/1c01 

such that 

G1 7401:011 = a2'7c011 

With the premisses above inference rule (viii) will give the conclusion 

if  E  then B 1  else  B  2: ai'mppn 

which is what we had to prove. 

3.6 The Completeness of W2. 

A theorem concerning the completeness property of W2  is the last theorem we will state and prove. 
Intuitively the completeness of W2  can be stated as follows: every typed sort for a given behaviour 
expression, that can be derived in the inference system, is an instance of the typed sort computed by W2  
for that behaviour expression. 

Completeness theorem:  

B  :a (re , r„) 	w2(B) = (a-% Fe ', Iv) 

where 3 0' such that  

i.  a = (re 

F , is consistent with r, 'E) 
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in. I-,, is consistent with 1-,,•8 

Proof. By structural induction on  B.  

i. B =  NIL 

This case is trivial. 

ii.  B  = ax.B 

	

We assume  B 	r,„). This must have been inferred by rule (ii), i.e. we have 

(rc  u 	u (x:ri)) 

and 

a =  i  u  (a:t)  

(We have again a complication with the introduction rules for variables and channels because we 
can not be sure that rule (ii) is the rule last used in our deduction tree. As in the value expression 
case we continue our proof by notifying that these deductions can be pruned from our deduction 
tree. This complication will appear several times in the continuing proof but we will not comment 
those cases.) 

By the induction hypothesis we know that 

	

W2(B  i)  = 	rc", rv") 

where 3 0' such that  

i. a = 

ii. F, u {ct:t i ) is consistent with rc "er 

u {x:t i ) is consistent with 1-,,"e' 

We distinguish four cases 

a. 	If both F, "(a) and 1-,,"(x) are type expressions then 

O' unifies r, "(a) and I",„"(x) 

because we, by the induction hypothesis, have 

• rc"(a)0' = rc"Ca) = t 

• "(x  )0' = n0'(x ) = t 

and unification theorem I will thus guarantee that 

U (rc  "(a), r,,"(x)) 

will succeed yielding the substitution it and that there exists an other substitution 
that 

rcp = O' 

We have 

W2(B ) = (cric u {cc:r,"(a))7r, rc".7c — (arc "(a)) It, F,, "it —  fx 	"(x  ))7E) 

Put 0 =  p  and we have  
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i.  (a"rt u tarc"(a))ic)0 = 

(en  UJ  {a:I-c"(a))n)P = 

a"np u fa:re"(a)17rP = 

• u 	"(a))0' = 

• u (a:r,"er(a)) = 

• u (a:ti) -= a 

— (a:rc"(a))700  = 

(1-c "7r — (ccrc"(a))70P = 

r,"Itp — (ccr,"(a))rcp = 

r,"EY — (ccr,"(a))0' = 

re  "e'  — (a:l-c"0'(a)) = 

• —  (a:t  1) which is consistent with F. • 

Similar reasoning as in the previous case.  

b. If l-c"(a) is a type expression and F,  "(x)  is notype then we have 

W2(B ) = (a" l) ( a:re "(a)) , re" — (a:rc"(c)), rv") 

Put 0 = 0' and we have  

i.  (a" u (ccl","(a)))0 = 

(a" u {a:Tc"(a)))9" = 

(a"e' u (a:rc"O'(a))) = 

(a1  u (a:ti) = a 
II . (re"— (a:rc"(a)))0 = 

Tc" — fecrc"(a)))8' = 

r,"e• — farc"(a)0') which is consistent with r, 

Similar reasoning as in the previous case.  

c. If  FC  "(a) is notype and F,  "(x)  is a type expression then we can use a similar reasoning as 
in case  b. 

d. If both rc"(a) and r,,"(x) are notype then 

WO) = (a" u (ct:T„,„,) ,  FC ",  rv') 

Put 8 = Olt i/Tnew  ) and we have  

i.  (a" u  (a:t,,,  )).0 = 

(a" Li {a:TnewDelt litnew) = 
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ee'fritryiew u (CC:Tnew 	t i/Tnew ) ) = 

tyi u (a:t i l = a 

= 	"e' 	I = 

I-, "8' which is consistent with 1-c . 

Similar reasoning as in the previous case.  

B  = 

We assume  B  :a (rc 	). This must have been inferred by rule (iii), i.e. we have 

Bi:ai 	u 	rv) 

and 

6 = cy u (a:ti) 

By the induction hypothesis we know that 

W2(B 1) = (a", rc "> F, ") 

where 3 0' such that  

i.  cri  = cr"0' 

F, u (a:t i ) is consistent with F,"0' 

F, is consistent with r,  "e'  

and by the completeness theorem of W1  we have 

W1  (E ) = (t  ',ry  ") 

where 3 0" such that  

	

i. 	t 1  =  

Fy  is consistent with r, —8" 

We also know that 

0' only changes type variables in a", " and 

and 

8" only changes type variables in  Fy"'  

By the knowledge that 0' and 0" will affect disjoint sets of type variables we can draw the con- 
clusions that 

• cr'0" = 

• ry "e" 	" = r, 

• r,  "e"  = IC  

• t"O' = t  " 

• ry ,"0,  = 

and hence we can define 

1 = WO" = 0"0' 
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By the induction hypotheses we then have 

• ry "y  = I","0"0' = r,  "e'  which is consistent with  ry  

• 1-,"y = I-v "0'0" = r, "0" which is consistent with rv 

We also know that  ry  contains assumptions about all free value variables in both B 1  and  E,  thus 
we can say that 

I-,  "y  is consistent with I-, my 

and thus unification theorem 2 will guarantee that 

U(ry ",r, ") 
will succeed yielding a substitution it and that there exists an other substitution  E  such that 

/CE =  y  

Now we distinguish two cases 

a. 	If  FC  "(a) is a type expression then we know that 

11 =  e  

unifies I',"(a)7c and t'it because 

1-c"(a)7ce = 

I-, "(a)11 = 

rc  "(a)0"0' = 

I-, "0"(a)Er = 

= 11  

and 

t"Ite = t'y = t'O'8" = r'9" = t 1  

Unification theorem I will thus guarantee that 

U(1',"7c(a), t'.7c) 

will succeed yielding a substitution .4) and that there exists an other substitution  p  such that 

'V = 11 

We have 

W2(B ) = (a"# u ( a:rc "(a) )7c4), rc "MO — { a: rc "(a)Ine, rv "1t1) L) I; —70)) 

Put 0 =  p  and we have  

i.  Wm> u (a:Fc"(a))7400 = 

((rice L.) (a:r,"(a))7u0p = 

ercep u (a:re"(a))1r0 = 

ern u (ccrc"(a))1t11 = 

a"17£ u (a:T,"(a)) 7ZE = 
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0-”?  u (a:rc"(0))Y = 

o-"8"EY u (ot:1"c "(a))8"8' = 

o-"0"8' u focr,"0"(a))6' = 

o'10' u (a:F,"(a))8' = 

cr"O' u (a:rc  "Ca)) = 

o u (a:ti) = CT 

(F "70 — (a.:Fc"(a))7*0 

By similar calculations as in case  (i)  we arrive at 

rc"e• — (a:t i ) which is consistent with F. . 

(r"70) u 1-,'"74,)0 

We can again use similar calculations as in case  (i)  and arrive at 

r,,"e• u ry —e" which is consistent with  ry. 

b.  If I-,"(a) is notype then 

= (a"ir u (a:t")7C, 	"IC u r,,'"7c) 

Put 0 =  e  and we have  

i.  (a"n u (a:t")700 = 

(etc u (a:t")n)e = 

eice u (a:t")7r£ = 

cryL.) (a:tly= 

u (a:t")8'8" = 

u (="Ole" = 

a"O' u (a:t")0"= 

al  u (a:ti) = Cr 

= I-c  "Ice = r,"1,  = rc "n"O = 

which is consistent with F. 

iii. 	"it u  ry  '"/C)E = 

After similar calculations as in the previous case we arrive at  

Fy  "6' u  Fy  —Er which is consistent with rv • 
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iv. 	B = B 1+B 2  

We assume  B  :a (1-c , r,). This must have been inferred by rule (iv), i.e. we have 

• B1: al (n1, rv1) 

• B2: az (Tc2,  ry)  

• al = az 

By the induction hypotheses we have 

Wz(B  i)  = (a", rc", r,") 

where 3 0' such that  

i. al  = 

ii. 1 1  is consistent with rc  "8' 

iii. 1-,1  is consistent with r,"8' 

and 

w2(B2) = (am, re m, 1-,,'") 

where 3 0" such that  

i. a2  = 

ii. 1",2  is consistent with r,"•8" 

iii. 1-,2  is consistent with r„,"8" 

We also know that 

0' only changes type variables in a", I'," and rv". 

and 

0" only changes type variables in am,  FC"  and r, —. 

By the knowledge that 0' and 0" will affect disjoint sets of 
clusions that 

• 0'0" = cr" 

• 1-,,,  "0" = ry" 

• rc"e" = rc" 
• cre' = d" 

• rc"'0' = rc"' 

and hence we can define  
y  ____ 0,0,, = Ere, 

By the induction hypotheses we then have 

• FC  "Y  = r,"e"o• = r,"8' which is consistent with  ni  

type variables we can draw the con- 
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• F,  "y  = 1-,,"8"0' = rye' which is consistent with r,i  

• rc'y = rc me'r = irc —e" which is consistent with rc, 

• ry  m'Y = r,'"e'e" = F,  "e"  which is consistent with  ry,  

We also know that I-, contains assumptions about all free channels in both B1  and  B  2. Thus we 
can say that 

1-c  ly  is consistent with 

from this we know that 

I-c  "y  is consistent with 1-c"y 

and thus unification theorem 2 will guarantee that 

U a-c 
 II  x  . 

c
III) 

will succeed yielding a substitution it and that there exists an other substitution  e  such that 

7CE = '( 

Put 

11 = E 

and we have 

r, "ne =  
and 

F, '"ICE = r, "( 
We can, by using a similar argumentation as for r," and r, —, show that 

r,"y is consistent with r,'"? 

This together with unification theorem 2 will again guarantee that 

U Tv  "Y, ry  m11) 

will succeed yielding a substitution 4) and that there exists an other substitution  p  such that  

ep  =11 

We have 

W2(B) = (0-"it4)  y  a'"1C41, rc "ic4) L.) r,'"70, rv "In> u rv"it4) 
Put  e  =  p  and we have  

i.  (01'74) u a'"ic4))8 = 

(cr7c4) u anz4))p = 

crirep u cricd)p = 

ern u anal = 

ere L.) Erne = 

cry L.) cry = 

crErEY u c5"8'0" = 
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a"8' u d"8" = 

al u az = 

CT L.)  C  = a 

(1-e "ml:eU 1-,'"n4))0 = 

(re "rat) Li rc "ic)p = 

r,"7reppU rc'"neP = 

rc "rri rc m7c11 = 

r 	tJ r c mne = 

I-, "7 t..) F "v = 

r,"9"8,  u rc"ve" = 

rye' u r,"8" which is consistent with r, 

Similar reasoning as in the previous case. 

v. B  =B 1 1B 2  

Same argumentation as in the case B =B 	2. 

vi. B =Bi \a  

We assume  B  :a  (FC,  rv). This must have been inferred by rule  (vi),  i.e. we have 

(Fe ,  ry)  

and 

a = 

By the induction hypothesis we have 

W2(B  i)  = (a",  FC ",  ry")  

where 3 8' such that  

cri  = 

1-C  is consistent with rc"e• 

F, is consistent with r,"8' 

We have 

W2(B) = (a" \ a,  FC ",  ry")  

Put 8 = EY and we have  

i. 	\a» = (a" \ (x)0' = °Ina = ai = a 

rC 'e = r,'8' which is consistent with F. 

F, '9 = ive' which is consistent with r,. 
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vii. B  =B[S]  

Types are not affected by relabelings. 

viii. B  = if  E  then B1  else B 2 

The proof of this case is lengthy, but will not introduce any new difficulties. A similar technique 
as in case iii  (B  =  B  1+B 2) can be used to show that the unifications will succeed. 

4. Extending the type system for behaviour expressions 

As the reader certainly noticed the type system presented in the previous section is incomplete as 
behaviour identifiers are omitted. A type system, to be used in a CCS implementation, must of course 
also be able to handle behaviour identifiers. We will therefore in this section give hints for how the 
system can be extended to handle all of CCS. 

4.1 Sort abstractions 

The extended type system needs some new definitions so let us begin by giving them. First, we have 
sort abstractions, which in some sense are similar to a restricted form of X.—abstractions. Consider the 
following example  

b (x)  = orTtx. NIL 

The typed sort of  b (x)  depends on the type of the formal parameter  x  in a sense that the instantiation 
b (1) will give the typed sort (a:integer) and  b  (false) will result in (a:booll. We introduce sort 
abstractions by the following definition. 

Definition: A sort abstraction, t --> a, is a mapping from a type t to a typed sort a. 

4.2 A modified definition of typed sorts 

We also need an extended definition of typed sorts. 

Definition: A typed sort is a set (ai:t 1,.,a„:4, ) of channels where each channel  ak  is assigned a 
type tk  (1__k 5n ) or a sort abstraction, t --> a. 

A sort abstraction like t '-->e—>a" implies a "curried behaviour identifier". Our present syntax will 
inhibit definitions that lead to this kind of sort abstractions. 

To make the reader observant on the change in the definition of typed sorts, we will let rt range over 
typed sorts, instead of a, for the rest of this paper. 

4.3 New inference rules 

We must also extend our typed sort theory with five new rules concerning behaviour identifiers. The 
rules presented in previous sections will be unaffected.  

(i ) 	b:1  

b:t—>11 E:t  
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(b  
(iv  \ 

I 	fix b (B 

(v) 	let b = B 1  in B 2:1 

Rule  (i)  let us assume anything on the form  b:n.  This rule corresponds to rule 	) in the value 
expression type system. 

Rule (ii) says that, if we by assuming x:t can show that  b (x)  has the typed sort r we are allowed to 
discharge x:t and introduce the sort abstraction b:t—yn. This rule corresponds to rule (iv) in the 
value expression type system. 

Rule (iii) says that, if we have a behaviour abstraction  b  :t 	and a value expression  E  with type t 
we are allowed to instantiate the behaviour identifier  b  and it will have the typed sort 1. This 
rule corresponds to rule (v) in the value expression type system. 

Rule (iv) says that, if we by assuming that  b  has the typed sort 1 can show that  B  also has the typed 
sort  ri  we may discharge the assumption  b  :1 and draw the conclusion that fix  b (B  

The notation fix  b (B)  denotes a recursively defined behaviour identifier  b.  For example, the 
definitions fix  b  (J.x.b  (x))  and  b (x)  = rcx.b  (x)  denote the same behaviour identifier. 

Rule (v) says that, if we by substituting B 1  for  b  in B2 can show that B2 has the typed sort 11 we are 
allowed to introduce the local definition let  b  = B1  in  B  

4.4 Extending the inference algorithm 

We assume that the untyped sort of each behaviour identifier is defined by the user and thus is known 
to the sort inference algorithm. The algorithm is extended by a third assumption set ranged over by rb . 
This component will be used as an environment carrying information concerning the types of the actual 
parameters associated with each behaviour identifier. 

Definition: A behaviour identifier assumption set, rb, is a set of pairs, ((b1,  p  1) .....  (b„, p  
where each bk  is a behaviour identifier and each  pk  a tuple of type expressions (15_/c.gn). The type 
expressions in  p„  are inferred from E1, . . .  ,E„,  when b„(E 1, . .  ,E„,)  in a behaviour expression is 
analysed.  p„  will have arity in. 

In the following cases 

• NIL 

• ax.B 

• TYE  B  

• B  \a 

• B  [S 

we only need to extend the object, returned by the algorithm, by a fourth component namely the 
behaviour identifier assumption set. In the rest of the cases 

• B  i+B 2  

• B i lB2  

• if  E  then B 1  else B 2 

we must, besides extending the returned object, include the behaviour identifier assumption sets in the 

B 2[B b 1:11  
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unification process. 

With these modifications the inference algorithm maps a behaviour expression  B  to a fourtuple 
(a, T, F,  Tb)  where a is a typed sort, I-, is a assumption set concerning channels,  ry  is a assumption 
set concerning value variables and  Tb  is a assumption set concerning the parameters of behaviour 
identifiers. 

The algorithm will also be extended with four new cases, namely 

fun W2  (b (E))  = 

let  val  (t ,F) = WI  (E  ) 
and fah  . . . , cc.) = L(b) 

in 
((ai:t 1, • • • an:tn) 	v ((b (t)))) 

end 

(Note that the code above only handles behaviour identifiers with a single formal parameter. 
Extending the algorithm to handle an arbitrary number of parameters is a routine matter.) 

W (b) =  

let val (al, . . . , an  = L (b) 
in 

•• —annn), (), ry, (MI)) 
end 

I  W2 (let b (x) = B 1  in B2) = 

let  val  (al, rcl, rv1, rbi) = w2(B I) 
in 

if" 1-v1  contains other free variables except  x"  then 
raise error 

else 
let  val  tx  = 1;1(x) 

and  p  = Fbi(b) (can be undefined) 
in 

if arity  (p)  1 then 
raise error 

else 
let  val  (a2, rc2, rv2,  Tb)  = w2032)  

ande  = U(tx , f s(P) 
and 4 = u(rcie, rc2e) 
and it = u(rbieo, rb204)) 

in 
(crie#Li a2e4nr, 
1-,10# u rc2eeic, 

rv2e#,  
rb2e# — (b elm))) 

end 
end 
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I  W2 (let b = B in B 2) = 

let  val  (a1 , r,,, r,i, r,„) = w2(B 1) 
in 

if" 1;1  contains free variables " then 
raise error 

else 
let  val  tx  = i(x) 

and  p  = rb,(b) (can be undefined) 
in 

if arity  (p)  # 0 then 
raise error 

else 
let  val  (c7.2, F 2, r,2, rb) = 1472(B 2) 

and 8 = u(rci, rc) 
in 

(csi0 a20, rcie u rc2e, r„e, rbp — 0,01) 
end 

end 
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